
From: Time 4 Paws helen@time4paws.ca
Subject: Re: Canine Commons

Date: December 2, 2016 at 4:39 PM
To: jtree@aurora.ca
Cc: adowney@aurora.ca, Bob Lepp boblepp@gmail.com, tmrakas@aurora.ca

Hi Jim,  we have the same issues we have always had.  Bob is being our voice right now (all be it - very loud).   I am being treated for
breast cancer and he has been helping me out.  He is correct.  We are in need of more chips. Which have been requested.  The gate
needs to be fixed at the bare minimum but as you know I have advocated for new fencing in its entirety for several years.  It has been
patched over and over again.  We have also requested the parking lot be repaired for pot holes but paving would we better. Lighting
and drainage are still an issue. Bob has sent an email regarding the mud and the dead tree. 

I have never really been concern about recognition but Bob has been going thru the contract as well as any other relevant information.
 And is hi-lighting issues. 

I am still (with additional help) looking after the day to day maintenance of the park.  Bob is taken it upon himself to interface with the
town during my recovery.  

I expect to make a full recovery by mid-March. 

Thank you,
Helen

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 2, 2016, at 3:26 PM, <jtree@aurora.ca> <jtree@aurora.ca> wrote:

Hello Hellen
Just wanted to follow up with you on the current status and issues surrounding the Park , we
have been receiving e-mails from a user of the park who seems to be having issues with the state
of the park and is concerned that the Town is not meeting our obligations under the terms of the
Adopt A park Agreement. We would really appreciate any insight you might be able to provide
Helen and we would appreciate an opportunity to discuss any concerns or issues that are causing
concern , We remain committed to our obligations as outlined in the agreement  and until very
recently we had no reason to think that there were any significant issues.
Look forward to hearing from you Helen
Thanks
Jim
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